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Abstract 

The sub-section (d); (e);  (j) and (p) of section 3 are revisited
using multi-disciplinary dialectics as is done in law courts. It is
seen  that  the  said  sub-sections  are  a  gem of  a  set.  They are
yeomanly enabling vis-à-vis  enterprise and inventions. Are self
limiting. All the sub-section cannot be used to decry any claim –
because if one section gives the ‘pass’, to any claim, the rest fall
apart as ‘not-relevant’.   Each sub-section checks and balances
any misuse, by the authorities and by the claimants. The deemed
absolute  rights  of  rejection  of  the  Controller  {quasi-judicial
forum} has been demystified.  Pedigree of such an beautiful set
of  statutes  have been traced.  These sub-sections  will  actively
assist  conversion of  intellectual  inventions  into property  with
rights  and  duties.   From across  continents  IPRs  can  now be
filed. The amendment opens hydrants for IPR creation; national
wealth and human welfare.   An original  piece of  discussion,
adduced never before to this date. 

Keywords:   Section  3;  enabling;  self-limiting;  checks  &  balance;
inventor and enterprise friendly; IPR enabling; cross-continent relevant. 

Introduction

Off late the various sub-sections of Section 3 of the India Patent
Act – 1970, hereinafter mentioned as IPA-70 has been creating much
difficulty in interpretation and application [1,5]. The discussion herein is
related  to  Sub-sections  (d);  (e);  (j)  and  (p)  of  Sec.-3,  for  they  are
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considered as most virulent.   The discussions are presented in a style
{heuristic  and  talkative}  as  if  the  same  is  being  done  before  their
Lordships.  These presents  are  also made in  such  manner  so that  the
Inventor,  applicant,  Learned  Controllers  and  the  Ld.  Examiners,  be
armed with the full picture of the law and its ethos. Miscarriage of the
law is rare. If at all thus happens, it then posits as a serious blunder of
the cumulative kind, and gets hoisted as a systemic failure of  the whole
polity. The nation, earns a scar. In India, miscarriage of law is unknown.
Laid back process and attitude results in delay. Delay also defeats the
dastard.  Laid back attitude  also  leads  to  dispassionate  dissection and
final delivery. It is the hall mark of a plural and frank system.  However,
for  an  inventor  and seeker  of  protection  for  his  IPR delay  posits  as
vexatious.  The  facts  are  contrary.  Because,  under  the  IPA-70  the
moment of filing is  monumental.   Yet  this  is  not  ‘matchstick to gun
powder’.  No agreement deemed or tacit are made. Only the state steps
forward to protect the meritorious umbrage seeker. All others shall and
should fall apart. Very unique indeed.  Yet, the very aspect of ‘moment
of filing’ invites the evil and the bad also to file with false & frivolous
documents. Having done so they can get away.  Hence, careful treading
with  laid  back  processes  and  attitude  is  necessary.  There  are  no
alternatives.  Specially  in  a  plural,  large  democracy.  Civilisation,  in
India, was existing millennia(s) ago and has continued to be, sans any
break.  She has an enormous heritage. In the modern day bars and the
benches of India, any act of  commission is ripped open and stared into
by legal eagles. This, is done also as part of  ‘procedure established by
the  law’  and  doubly  as  part  of   ‘procedure  established  by  practice
{tradition}’. All these act as numerous invisible uncinates too. We stand
encouraged and inspired. We have been for quite some time working
towards the caption objectives and have been storing our data  [6] and
also sharing them with peer group for better perusal of objectives [7-18].
Our considered view is that, Sub-sections (d); (e); (j) and (p) of Sec.-3 of
IPA-70 are enormously idea (patent) friendly. They do not compromise
national or societal security. This apart, the on-line filing mechanism is
of  real  time  advantage  to  the  IPR  seeker  and  nearly  offsets  the
disadvantages  of  the  marginally  high  filing  fees.  A  noble  act,  that
ennobles.  Let us Listen. 

3(d)

Section 3(d),   says, “The mere discovery of a new form of a
known substance which does not result in the enhancement of the known
efficacy of that substance or the mere discovery of any new property or
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new use for a known substance or of the mere use of known process,
machine  or  apparatus  unless  such  known  process  results  in  a  new
product or employs at least one new reactant is not an invention”.  

Now, the phone ‘mere’ is an adjective and means ‘pure/simple’,
etc.  The phone ‘discovery’ is a noun and means ‘uncover’. Hence, an
adjective is used to pre-pose a noun.  Such use of the adjective ‘mere’ to
pre-pose  a  ‘discovery’,  linguistically  is  correct,  technically  is  a
malapropos, and socio-culturally is belittling.  Consider the following
Indian  case-phrase  ‘the  mere  chair  of  the  President  of  India  …”
linguistically is correct; technically is a malapropos; socio-culturally is
belittling  and  from  parliamentary  language/usage  perspective,  is
unacceptable. The existence of the continent of  the America {with the
lovely  Apaches,  as  the  natives}  was  a  pre-existing  fact.  Hence
Columbus discovered it.  He did not  ‘merely discover’.  Similarly,  the
phenomena  of  things  falling  back  on  to  the  Earth  was  omniscient.
Articulating  the  omnipotence  of  such  omniscient  phenomena,  in  a
logical  cum  methodical  manner,  and  labeling  it  as  ‘gravity’,  is  the
discovery  component  by  Sir  Newton.  He  did  not  ‘merely  discover’.
Either, were existing. Whereas, the ship that Columbus had used, and
the  stylus  that  Newton  used  to  explain  such  discovery,  respectively,
were ‘invented’ at  some other point  of  time,  by some one else.  Any
invention  is  not  an  ‘mere  discovery’  {is  not  :  pure  and/or  simple
uncovering}.  Nor  does  it  fall  within  even the  extended ambit  of  the
phone duo. Therefore, Sec. 3(d) is superbly valid as it most elaborately
excludes most, to only admit and accept a few i.e., ‘inventions’. And,
inventions  transpire  out  of  original  ideas  (intangible,  intellectual
property). Every ounce of every alphabet weighs in right.

Let us now deconstruct the sub-section 3(d) into cognate parts
and try to look into the spirit of the letters and the true import of the
phrases {as has been intended by the founding fathers of the pristine,
India Patent Act – IPA same as Patent Act of India - PAI}. 

A ]  the mere discovery of a new form of a known substance
which does not result in the enhancement of the known efficacy
of that substance = not an invention.

Interlaid: The mere discovery of a new form of a known
substance which result in the enhancement of the known
efficacy of that substance = is indeed an invention. 

B ]  the mere discovery of any new property or new use for a
known substance that does not result in the enhancement of the
known efficacy of that substance = not an invention.
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Interalia –a : The mere discovery of a new property of a
known substance  that   results  in  enhancement  of  the
known efficacy = is indeed new invention. 
Interalia –b  : The mere discovery of a new use  of a
known substance that    results in enhancement of the
known efficacy = is indeed new invention. 
Interalia -c  : The mere discovery of a new use and/or
new property of a known substance that  results in an
new product = is indeed new invention. 

C] the  mere  use  of   known  process,  machine  or  apparatus
unless such known process results in a new product = not an
invention.

Interalia – : The mere use of  known process that  results in a
new product = is indeed new invention. 

D ]    the mere employment of new reactant that does not results
in a new product    =          =  not an invention.

Interalia –a : The mere use of new reactant that  results
in an new product = is indeed new invention.

Listen, sub-section 3(d) is in passive voice/indirect speech. It is
legally  and constitutionally  100% Ok.  The active voice/direct  speech
may read as : 

E ]   Any bare and simple uncovering  {mere discovery} that
results in the 
{i}  enhancement of  efficacy and\or  {ii} new use and\or  {iii}
new  property,  for  a  known  substance,  by  bare  and  simple
{mere} use  of  known  process,  machine  or  apparatus  and\or
{iv} a new reactant that {ultimately} results in a new product,
is an invention.

The  objective  of  3(d)  is  to  bring-in  ‘new-products’,  for  the
service of the Indian nation, and her societies.  From the above exercise
in  logic  and sequencing,  the  letters,  spirit,  propositions,  purpose  and
object of  Section 3(d) allows “new product”.  The founding fathers have
done a sterling job. Our esteem for them rises in the firmament. 

Explanations  are  noted  in  the  ‘Bare  Act’.  Explanations  are
extraneous.  Explanations  do  not  form  any  part  of  the  bare  act.
Explanations do not make the act. Explanations are exclusively made by
their lordships; it is their domain and privilege. Explanations form part
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of  the pronouncements of a judgment. That is the procedure established
by  practice.  A bare  section  is  the  father.  Explanations  are  its  infant
issues. It only helps in reminding that the full bare act is the grandfather,
who be the head of that family. It is the bare act that has statutory force
{not the imbecile and/or infant terrible}. 

The sprit and ethos of section 3(d) speaketh, that, if an invent is
abundantly all about a gamut viz : ‘enhancement of  efficacy’; ‘synergy
of   efficacy’;  ‘new usages’;  ‘new properties’;  ‘new processes’,  ‘new
reactants’;  ‘new  data/findings’,  ‘new  products’;  ‘new  use-application
routes’;  then section 3(d)  will  and have to give to that  invention,  an
instant,  resounding ‘PASS’.   A ‘considered pass’  also if   any invent
qualifies in parts and parcels. 

3 (e)  

Section 3(e), says, “A substance obtained by a mere admixture
resulting only in the aggregation of the properties of the components
thereof or a process for producing such substance”. 

Ethos  Clarification  :   World  over,  numerous  therapies  have
numerous  constituents.   Any  person/legal  entity  can  choose  pick  the
constituents from various compositions, from various countries\societies
and arrive at an ‘alleged’ new product.  Similar can also be done in the
matter  of  the  processes.  This  will  then  be  an  act  of  ‘admixture’  of
‘aggregation’  of  properties.   Therefore,  the  pristine  objective  of  the
erudite legal  minds is to interdict any such cleaver/charlatan/guileful act
and/or actions, by the operative meaning of  the section 3(e). It is not at
all  applicable  for  genuine  inventions  e.g.,  that  and  those  which  all
qualify 3(d).  Cannot be applied in a gay abandon manner. Law is railed.

Let us consider A-xyz to be an imaginary mono or poly-herbal
composition  {pharmaceutical  drug}.   It  is  all  about  {ii}  Herbal
compositions;  {ii}  Total  synthetic  compositions  based  on  herbal
inspirations {ii} Semi-synthetic alias admixed compositions  comprising
of  total synthetic constituents and herbal constituents and\or of semi-
synthetics  {admixed}.  Such  admixture  is  very  different  from  the
meaning and scope of  3(e).  Such an invent is globally first of its kind.
It  qualifies  3(d).  Hence applying 3(e)  cannot  be done in  any-so-ever
manner and in how-so-ever-manner or form. 

Again,  the  herbal  compositions  {poly  or  mono}  undergo
extensive  pre-processing  and  irreversible  pre-treatments  before  being
‘admixed’ in variable proportions/volume/weight., at different intervals
leading to ‘blending’. There is no ‘aggregation’. All the ingredients are
well known, yet are of 1st time use versus any malady.  Such admixture
is more entirely different from the meaning and scope of  3(e).  
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Now, A-xyz  announces in its Complete specification (C/s), the
terms,  ‘synergy’;  ‘booster’;  ‘buffer’;  ‘fractionation’;  ‘extraction’;
‘distillation’; ‘enriched’; ‘potentiated’; ‘adjuncted’; ‘fortified’; ‘variable
quantities’;  ‘secondary  metabolites  are  targeted’;  variable  parts  and
parcels are used variably. There is then, neither any ‘admixture’;  nor
‘aggregation’ and/or ‘summation’. They embody reactants, and envisage
reactions.  It  construe  and  means  absolute  and  gross  variations  and
irreversible alteration. It alludes to and tantamount to ‘blending’.  Each
is  an  engineering  step.  Hence,  section  3(e)  is  neither  attracted  nor
aspected.  If these steps be presented in the C/s document, then, ignoring
them, is likely to be called as ultra vires.  The law courts may even opt
for penalty.  

Now,  blending leads to a series of harmonious pharmaceutical
products. Pharmaceutical mixing; admixturing; blending, etc.,  involves
critical process control steps including induction and expulsion of therm;
controlled  process↔handling;  control  of  moisture;  oils;  volatiles;
viscosity;  bulk  mass  density;  room  ambient  conditions;  alkaloid  and
flavinoid  concentration;  etc.  They  cause  irreversible  changes  and
alterations.  And,  because  a  never  before  product  {i.e.  an  invention}.
Such complex and critical process, and steps  are not summation; neither
aggregation  nor  admixturisation;  also  not  ‘mere  discovery’.   Further
more, the claimed invent A-xyz (normally) avers to have been arrived at
by way of selection of part and component {season specific}; thereafter,
size  exclusion;  size  reduction  and  variable  extraction;  in  variable
quantities; in variable forms is done; in variable ways; using variable
apparatuses which all assists; resists and interdicts the above mentioned
‘critical’  parameters  {=  a  peerless  invention}.  Each  is  a  brilliant
engineering step. In tune with sec. 3(d). The mind will then readily agree
that whole as ‘critical engineering’, and cast away section 3(e) as it is
neither attracted nor aspected.

Each  of  the  terms  (e.g.,  blending;  process  control,  etc.,)  are
backed by decades of erudite scholastic exercises and represent the apex
of a standardized and well understood frank-knowledge pyramid. Mere
mention of them also means the chain-train of works done elsewhere in
other domains of the basic sciences, down the history. Hence, it is not
necessary that each of the terms to be detailed in the C/s.  Mere mention
of  these terms {technical acronyms} suffices. 

Assume,  that  A-xyz,  mentions  ‘pharmaceutical  mixing’;
‘admixturing’;  ‘blending’,  etc.,  This  means  the   involvement  of
on-line/in-process additions {introduction and/or  extrition of reactants
and/or their neutralisation}.  Each is then also an engineering step {niche
chemical engineering}. Due to such steps and turns, the components lose
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their  original  definition  {due  to  disassociation;  dissolution;  fusion;
compounding;  etc.}  and  new  ‘harmonious  product/s’  is\are  derived.
Hence,  3(e)  is  additionally  neither  attracted   nor  aspected.  Declaring
pharmaceutical mixing and/or admixturing as ‘aggregation’, will make
historically proven science, ‘stand on its head’, is what their Lordship
will quip. 

Let us consider the usage  ‘aggregate’ i.e., what is aggregation ?
An  aggregate  does  not  speak  about  the  strength  and  weaknesses  or
anything or about the internal mechanics\dynamics or even the subjects/
stream and or behavioral character when under stimulus, and when not.
For  example,  one   may  announce  that  his  student  has  scored  an
aggregate of 99·99%.  No doubt, it is a complete statement. Is full of
sense.  Such an statement  is  an superficial  expression of  ‘fulminated
feeling’.  A  psychological  manifestation  of  the  mind  when  it  is  in
euphoric state {abnormal}.   In higher scholarship/  knowledge centers
{alike  patent domain} such ‘senses’ is  pseudo and has nothing to do
with facts  {can  be  light  years  away}.  Non-factual,  is  un-lawful.  The
reader\hearer does not come to know as to whether such 99·99%  was
scored in nano-technology or in necromancy.  They also do not come to
now that the during the ‘process’ {normal consequence} of scoring such
ultra-high  %,  the  actor/student  loses  a  limb.  So,  the  announcement
99·99% is silent about the process; side effects and contradictions also.
Hence, such type/form of declaration of the final result is additionally
unlawful. Therefore, their Lordships will be pleased to reject and retire
the term pair ‘mere admixture’ and ‘mere aggregation’, as in section 3(e)
vis-à-vis an invention that has qualified the test of  section 3(d).

The application of the term ‘aggregate’ in Law connotes  and
denotes “united in one body corporate”  e.g., an joint stock company\
Lower  House  of  Parliament.   The  synonym being  ‘sum/total’.   This
means,  an  aggregation  allows  retention  of  identity;  ambulation  and
behavior of  {the} individual items/bodies that makes the sum; allows
the  constituents  to  behave  independently  and/or  in  sub-groups/guilds
e.g., party based groups/behavior on the floor and as well as a whole i.e.,
full house in unison. In the case of academic Marks Sheet/Salary slips;
etc., scores obtained in various subjects/ disciplines/ columns/ heads are
summed  up  to  make  the  ‘aggregate’.  Again,  an  ancient  pyramid  is
constructed  by  an  aggregation  of  stones  {members},  which  can  be
deconstructed  piece  by  piece  and  the  erstwhile  aggregation  can  be
segregated on size – weight-texture-weathered, et.al., basis and again be
re-constructed  (as  do  the  archaeologists\civil  engineers).  Whereas,  a
reinforced concrete structure  made by mere homogenized mixing/mere
homogenized  admixing  {concrete  mixture  by  rotary  machine  or  by
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spade} cannot be de-constructed. It has to be demolished; disintegrated,
digested; etc.  Although the individual members of the constituent can
be identified, they cannot be retro-engineered to the pre-process state.
So the limitations are process and product specific. As such, aggregate is
a legal/technical term that can be deconstructed  for  detailed {internal}
view and analysis.  Apart viewable, also calculable, even when they be
in an aggregated state.  In the wake of pharmaceutical grade mixing cum
blending and the numerous process steps, it is/would be impossible to
even identify/segregate  any individual  component.  Due such activity,
each and every component {powder/extract/liquid/oil/volatiles/viscous;
etc} lose their individual identity in the final product. Unique identity
cum behaviour are created. As per the central spine and core sections of
the IPA, this is ‘invention’. How come, say no ? The spirit of the IPA
seeks to enable Indo-inventions. Quixotic simplification is not the spirit
the benign IPA-70.  The term ‘aggregate’  has been well  weighed and
included as a tool for the bars and the benches to examine litigants and
litigations. Not to bar and baffle first time idea based claims.  

Listen,  even  mere  mixing  may/can  because  blending,  which
imparts  unique  phramaco-mechanics  to  the  drug.   Sans  phramaco-
mechanics,  the composition fails  to constitute into a drug.  Therefore,
mixing and processing in pharmacy/pharmacology are engineering steps.
It creates a new\unique identity, historically-scientifically well defined
as  ‘homogenous’;  ‘synergistic’;  holistic’;  ‘systemic’;  broad-spectrum;
etc.   All  these  steps  also  involves  on-line/in-process  additions  {i.e.,
reactants as per section 3(d)}.  Applying 3(d) and then 3(e) or vice-versa
tantamount to a robust attempt to castrate the benign and the pristine
IPA-1970.  Hence, the all-mighty Courts will be pleased to conclude that
the term pair ‘mere admixture’ and/or ‘mere process’~3(e) are neither
attracted, least of all applicable whence a claim passes 3(d) i.e., gets to
be ‘new product’. Juxtaposing 3(d) with 3(e) will categories the IPA-70
as confounding, confabulating and as characterless.  Not true. It will also
tantamount  to  waste  of  legal  miscellany.  Their  Lordships  will  take a
very  stern  view  {specially  if  the  inventor  be  an  unaided,  native,
individual}. Sure. The law may be an Ass. The courts, not. 
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3(j)         

Section 3(j),   says, “Plants and animals in whole or any part
thereof other than micro organisms but including seeds, varieties and
species  and  essentially  biological  processes  for  production  or
propagation of plants and animals”.

Interalia  a -  : whole or any part of plants and animals if used
for production or propagation of that and those very plants and
animals and\or  similar ones (clones) = not  patentable. 

Interalia   b  -  :   {any\all}  biological  processes  meant  for
production  and\or  propagation  of  plants  and  animals   =  not
patentable.

The  section  3(j)  relates  to  ‘cell  biology’;  ‘developmental
biology’;  and  to  ‘biotechnology’  {not  to  pharmaceutical  mixing-
blending}.  It is also self limiting by design and scope.  Herein the term
pair,  ‘plants  &  animals’  de-facto  &  de-jure mean  flora  and fauna,
respectively.  It cannot be dragged in to negate and naught any ‘new
product  [3(d)]’,  that  also qualifies the test of  sec.  3(e).  The founding
minds/fathers have set the sub-clauses sequentially.  

In the open, a live standing tree constitute the  flora.  And the
(Indian national animal) Royal Bengal Tiger resting majestically in its
shade, constitute the fauna.  Being struck down by a storm, as the tree
falls, it seizes to be a member of the flora.  As the tiger gets trapped and
dies, it too seizes to be a member of the fauna. Their parts and parcels
can then be taken to make drugs and or any other inventions/discoveries
or merchandise. 

In-spite of such availability, A-xyz may not have used (neither
may have sought to use by any stretch of imagination) any accidentally
fallen  member  of  the  whole  flora or  any  accidentally  killed\demised
member of the whole  fauna. The fruit/ flower/ leaves/bark of a live or
that of the standing, fallen, broken, dead and demised plant\flora do not
constitute fauna. They constitute ‘minor forest produces’. Officially, and
historically they are ‘commercial items’ (audited by the Comptroller and
Auditor  General  of  India),  and are  labeled as  ‘minor forest  products
and\or as  ‘minor agro products’, of the merchandise.  Even, the Govt.
of India and the various provincial administrations conduct regular sales
and  public  auctions  of  such  items  as  state  merchandise.  These
{natural/primary} products if be taken as source to invent new products,
Sec. 3(e) thence gives a resounding ‘pass’.  There is no developmental
biology and\or cell biology and\or biotechnology.  Academic gymnastics
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resulting in absurd interpretations has in this sub-section comprehensibly
been undermined by the erudite minds of the founding fathers (when
they  carefully  phrased  Indian  national  and  societal  aspirations  in  a
forward looking manner, in Sec.3).  An ‘new product’ that qualifies sec.
3(d) cannot  be an absurdity.  Absurdity is  not  only disallowed in law
making or in its practice, it is also punishable. By such litmus, the IPA-
70 is pro-invention and pro innovation and pro-enterprise i.e., pro neo-
ideas.  On one  hand,  the  ethos  in  this  sub-section  seeks  to  limit  any
chance use of  live standing plants and kicking animals {bio-diversity}
as source material- for every body, for all patent purposes. On the other
hand, it seeks to tacitly bar all and every chance misuse of authority by
declaring that every other effort (other than that and those involving live
flora  &  fauna)  leading  to  ‘new  products’  are  available  as  source
material, for every body, for all patent purposes. Alleging, that such a
well considered cum noble sub-section as becausing ‘confusion’, and\or
empowering the officials to  knock down invents that qualify the bar of
3(e), will be judged as ‘calumny’, by their lordships. Selective  knocking
down of unaided invents by the natives will auto attract wrath that may
lead to prosecution under the Indian Penal Code..   

Section 3(j)  de-jure,  means any  plant  and\or  animal if  taken
either in whole or in parts/parcels to produce new clones {similar and/or
identical} of that and those very  plants and animals, and/or any muted
form/type/member,  genetically and/or a\any non genetically modified;
by any routes, modus and methods, etc.,  cannot be patented.  In other
words, any new life {biological} that is created from existing flora and
fauna, cannot be patented  other than microbes; for they are not plants &
animals [19].  Operation of the section 3(j) is envisaged only when the
process involves live-to-live products.  The scope; objective; letter and
the  spirit  of  3(j)  are  not against  any  bone  dry  and  stone  dead
pharmaceuticals; products and processes.  The known position in science
is that, bone dry and stone dead plant parts and parcels cannot be taken
as source material to arrive at i.e., recreate another live plant {to do so
cryogenic  storing  of  the  live  plant  or  its  parts/parcel  is  absolutely
essential}.  Even fossils cannot be re-engineered back to life {there is no
need to mention this in a central act}.   

Operation of section 3(j) is also not envisaged wherein chemical
entities;  ketones;  derivatives;  semi-synthetics;  full  synthetic;  extracts;
compounds,  are used to make new products.   If  any  abundantly uses
chemical  entities  {ketons  i.e.  synthetic  chemical  skeletons  and
compounds} termed as ‘starting material’ and ‘core starting material’.  If
it may {as we have discussed herein above} also use the technical terms
‘enriched and boosted and adjunct products’, which all are also, stone
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dead,  from  source/pre-start  stages  to  finish  product  stages  then  too
section 3(j) is neither attracted, not even remotely aspected, least of all
applicable.

Listen, a piece of bone dry neem wood OR a log of such timber,
cannot be used to recreate a neem tree. Nor, can such stone dead piece
be called as ‘neem tree’. This is because of metamorphosis. In claimed
inventions,  wherein  the  source  candidates  are  all  metamorphosed
members {even of natural items} and no cell biology or bio-technology
is involved in the process, section 3(j) gives the ‘pass’, automatically.
That is the genius of the genuine IPA.  

That and those claimed inventions, which all do not walk or talk
or eat or shit or inhale or exhale are comprehensively outside the ambit
of  sec.  3(j).  De-jure  ‘outside’  de-facto  means  ‘by-pass’.   A  stone
(mineral/salt/acid/alkaloid,  etc.)  is  a  ‘lifeless\dead’  member  of  the
natural material, and 3(j) permits such items be taken as constituents and
or as sources to make {stone dead} inventions/new products. Similarly,
bone dry cum stone dead plant parts  are ostensibly permitted by 3(j) to
be  used  to  make  {stone  dead}  inventions.  Therefore,  3(j)  cannot  be
dragged in to cast its mischief  to interdict any non-biological invention.

The sub-section 3(j) does not write nor read as ‘no plant or plant
part  can be used to  claim an invention’.   Neither does it  implies so.
Applying sub section 3(j) to new products that do not use biological{s},
and or do not terminate with making of biologicals {new products}, will
tantamount to ‘convoluted  usage of  the law’ AND pre-emption of  the
benign intensions of the founding fathers.  Their Lordships, will stare it
down.

The  target  of  3(j)  being  the  genetically  derived  and
biotechnologically derived products i.e., identical/similar clones and or
genetically modified members that will because a misbalance in the bio-
diversity,  and\or  distort  ecology.   Minor  forest  products  and  agro
products are exempted from the ambit of 3(j). As alike section 3(d) and
3(e), sec. 3(j) is Titanic. It seeks to carry the meritorious. Bar and de-bar
the rest.  It is benign and lovely. 

3(p)

Section 3(p), says, “An invention which, in effect, is traditional
knowledge  or  which  is  an  aggregation  or  duplication  of  known
properties of traditionally known component or components”.

India is a land of traditional wisdom. She has the world record in
classical texts. They include, ‘folk lore; myth; katha (tales), The Vedas;
Ayurveda(s),  Upanishadas;  Agamas  (puranas);  Mahabharata;  Geeta;
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Ramayana; Panchatantra; etc. The Govt. of India, official media, rightly
defines ‘Tradition’ as, ‘Tradition (oral delivery of opinion or practices to
posterity) includes folk and myth’ [20].  Now, let us assume that A-xyz
is meant for the debilitating ‘disease of the rich’, called ‘Arthritis’. The
inventor-claimant adduces evidence in the C/s that the constituents as
are in A-xyz  have nothing to do with ‘folk and myth’ and/or with oral
delivery of stories {katha}and or with the classical texts (with citations).
It is well known that arthritis is (also) not mentioned in these. Moreover,
encapsuled, fixed dose medicine also has no mention in such texts and
non-texts.  All  this  gives to A-xyz a ‘grand pass’.  This  throws ample
good  light  on  the  state  of   high  erudition  of  the  founding  fathers.
Applying the mischief of  3(p) can only be done forcibly. 

This apart, in the history of independent India, she has not and
never  invited  her  native  citizens  (non harnessed)  to  unfold  in  public
{her/his}  personal  and  private  property  or  any  (type/form)  cherished
property\belonging  with  an  avowed  declaration  cum  invitation  of
‘rewarding’ and or ‘according legal-and/or-state protection’, AND then
having got such declaration done – has applied ‘the stick or the kick’, to
that and those individuals or to their wares.  That is not done in India.
For, their Lordships have always been vehement even on the deemed
perpetrators. 

Now, since, A-xyz finds no mention in the above list, it logically
means  that  it  is  possibly  peerless  and  also  possibly  has  an
unputdownable component of uniqueness. Therefore, A-xyz prima-facie
is  not  traditional  knowledge. Such  averment  stands  on  the  broad
shoulders of the citations (references) which is a body of un-ignorable
pan-global  representative  evidencing  list.  When  such  unputdownable
component  be  compared  and contrasted  with  the  ethos  and scope  of
Sec.3(d),  it  is  thence  seen  that  the  invent  A-xyz  gets  a  ‘superb
resounding pass’.  In other words, Sec. 3(p) mandates, that the State of
India, through its office of the Patent General has to counter a claim to
invention on the basis of vetted documents. Sec. 3(p) is a frank bar cum
barrier against plagiarist,  on rootless self propelled documents on one
hand, and on the other, imposes a task on the subordinate authorities. It
is  the  meeting  point  of  the  opposing  forces,  whereof  ‘new product’
bounces  up  with  resonance  as  the  victor.  In  other  words,  if  a  ‘new
product’ as per 3(d) additionally  passes the litmus of (3j), thence 3(p)
remains  dormant  and  unattractable.  Any  application  of   Sec.  3(p)
without  a  counter  list  of  hard  evidencing  documents,  will,  be  an
horrendous exercise in perforce application, which will be rejected, by
the Honbl., Judiciary, may be even with penalty.  
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For  example,  liquor  making  from  grains  is  a  existing  cum
traditional  art  and  science  =  knowledge.  However,  a  Malt  Scotch
Whisky or Port Whisky is a Patented Product. They are made out of the
very  same  common  eatable  grains  {various  type}  which  are  daily
distributed under the public distribution system.  The grains are parts
and  parcels  of  plants  and  plant  products  {traditional  sources/bio
diversity sources}; Not the whole plant  parse.  Even, ordinary natural
water is used as >50% of the volume of the finished product (another
natural bio-resource). The basic alchemy in liquor making remains the
same  (few  thousand  years  old  known  process).  However,  modern
blending  and  atypical  processing  results  in  uniqueness;  novelty;
usefulness;  safety;  and  economic  relevance  and  in  sway,  swing  and
swish.  And,  India  patent  office  may\would  eagerly  look  forward  to.
Obvious.  Our moot point is that liquor making is traditional knowledge.
The  trick/corner  stone  of  such  knowledge  is  rooted  in  tradition
(historical adoption). Hence identical and or a similar alchemy (process)
cannot be patented. The load is on ‘process’,  only whence process is
traditional  knowledge  3(q)  it  is  aspected.  Via  the  aegis  of  3(p),  the
benign IPA-70 lock-stock and barrel interdicts the use of any traditional
knowledge. Perfectly societal and sound.  Our considered view is that,
the theoretical invent A-xyz can be declared as ‘non-patentable’, if (at
the least) it finds whole and full mention in the various  recessions and
recensions of the  traditional  and classical  texts.  These books and the
journals are periodically revised and up-dated. They are the almanacs.
These  be  the  rails  in  the  instant  case,  along  which  the  IPA-70  is
mandated to move. Not go hay wire. Democratic law although be an ass,
never gets intoxicated. Ultimate insurance. 

Let us consider more, the sprit of the act and the intent of the
administrations that be in expansion mode in the form of ‘amendments’.
We now consider  the  following,  which is  also  considered and being
articulated as ‘anti-invention’ and/or anti-neo-ideas’, etc. 

THE PATENTS (AMENDMENT) ACT, 2005 No. 15 of 2005
[4th April, 2005 ]

(f) for clause (ja), the following clause shall be substituted, 
namely:— 
(ja)  "inventive  step"  means  a  feature  of  an  invention  that
involves  technical  advance as  compared  to  the  existing
knowledge  or  having  economic  significance  or  both  and that
makes the invention not obvious to a person skilled in the art’. 
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 Interalia :    An  technical  advance  made  to  the  existing
knowledge  and\or  having  economic  significance  that  is  not
(otherwise) obvious to a person skilled in the art = patentable. 

Now,  ‘folk’  i.e.,  ‘tradition’  also  be  ‘existing  knowledge’.
Hence, the act {now} rightly says ‘a technical advance’ and/or  ‘value
addition’.  Thus, Amendment No. 15 of 2005 victoriously tackles down
the  naïve  and  the  naughty  in  Sec.  3(p).  This  amendment  also
victoriously militates against all convoluted interpretations of Sec. 3(d).
All this, solely in favour of merit.  

The amendment opines that, in order to be an ‘invention’, the
‘technical advance’ should not be obvious to a person skilled in the art.
Our  considered  view is  that,  a  person who is  versed  in  the  texts  as
mentioned in the foregoing list, is indeed ‘a person skilled in the art’.
Now, if such a resource person and their entire schools and collegiums
have been unable to connect or been unable to visualize a nexus between
the  constituents  as  in  A-xyz  and  prevention,  treatment,  cum
reversal/cure of arthritis, then it is ‘non obvious’. Simple. Had it been so,
the erudite minds and the highly enabled industry of the world would not
have  remained  sitting  Simons.  These  texts  {alike  Bibliography;
References}  are  exhaustive  that  they  have  to  be  taken  as  cut-off
threshold. The honbl. courts will with joy remain pleased to be guided
by  relevant  Bibliography;  References.  Thus,  from  all  perspectives,
section 3(p) cannot  be dragged in to cast  its  mischief  and/or monger
upon  a  sterling  piece  of   invention  of  the  unaided  native  mind  and
scholarship.  The act ensures that the just and mighty courts have full
business to also ensure, that non be able to cast aspersion and or a guiles
gamp  on  the  pretext,  that,  the  inventor  is  illiterate;  unconnected;
economically weak or anything alike or unlike. Which is why, it is also
said, that, The Law is Majestic, in-spite of  being blind. 

Conclusion

In the foregoing sections u/s 3(d)  we have threadbare discussed
how 3(d) permits (i)‘value addition’, (ii)‘new use’,  (iii) exploitation of
‘new property’ and (iv) generation of ‘new product’. That, 3(d) gives a
‘resounding PASS’ to the types and like of  A-xyz. Again u/s 3(e) we
have threadbare demonstrated that there is ‘homogenization’; ‘blending’
and  ‘synergizing’,  ‘boosting’;  buffering’;  etc.,  and  that,  there  is  no
aggregation in any way or form or manner.  That, 3(e) is not applicable.
That 3(d) and 3(e) cannot be juxtaposed {i.e., cannot be applied jointly
to a same case} as they confabulate and cancel each other. Therefore,
3(e) is not attracted.  Since 3(e) stand repelled, 3(p) also additionally
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cum simultaneously stands repelled as because there is no aggregation.
An invention that passes 3(d) raises the bar against 3(e) and repels 3(p).
An invention that passes 3(j) and then passes 3(d), fails all others.  Thus,
checks and balances, is writ large. In brief, thus be the due process of
law.  Which  is  why,  our  considered  view  is  that,  the  efforts  of  the
founding fathers (of IPA-70) stand vindicated and transpire as a Gem of
a legislation. We  salute such sterling enterprise. 

Alike the nebulous cum peerless Indian Constitution, the IPA-70
also incorporates ‘checks and balances’ i.e., self-limiting.  It does not
permit  recklessness;  vehemence;  academic  and  or  administrative
gymnastics  or  quixotic  acts  and  acrobatics  or  anything  alike  or
tantamounting.  They do not permit any use as a raredos. It also does not
permit rouges and robbers and/or the calumnious; the flippant and the
charlatans to get away with. The  sub-sections of  the section 3 of the
IPA in entirety are benign and invention-cum-IPR enabling. It insulates
the nation by enabling its nationals. Our averments brings all this to fore
for  the  first  time.  The  IPA-70  passes  the  litmus  test  of  the  Indian
national  ethos  as  articulated  in  its  national  slogan ‘satyemeva-jayate’
(truth  always  triumphs).  In  turn  only  the  meritorious  that  shall  filter
through. 

The  IPA   along  with  its  amendments  are  secular,
comprehensive,  inward  looking,  progressive,  enabling  and ennobling,
self limiting and versatile. It is also an brilliant exercise in jurisprudence
lingua. Numerous nations across the globe may benefit from the letter
and spirit of the Indian Patent Act. 
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